
Application 
Number

Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

1513531 Approved Employment

37599202 Refused See refusal letter.

38918832 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen

38940312 Refused See refusal letter.

42349532 Refused IH:- Immigration history of applicant - failed to declare a visa refusal.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

42415062 Approved Business

42423102 Approved Join Spouse

42483302 Approved Join Spouse

42654282 Approved Business

43054832 Approved Join Spouse

43088402 Refused F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43150342 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

43271862 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43388932 Refused The Appeals Officer has re-examined your original application together with 
documentation submitted with your appeal. The Appeals Officer has decided that 
there is no significant information contained in the appeal application that would 
warrant the refusal decision being overturned. The original decision by the Visa 
Officer to refuse your application has therefore been upheld.
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43494562 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43592252 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence have not been deemed 
sufficient. You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that you have sufficiently 
strong obligations to return to your country of residence following your proposed 
trip to Ireland. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration. You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43593152 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

43685692 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43686662 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43689702 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43704942 Refused The Appeals Officer has re-examined your original application together with 
documentation submitted with your appeal. The Appeals Officer has decided that 
there is no significant information contained in the appeal application that would 
warrant the refusal decision being overturned. The original decision by the Visa 
Officer to refuse your application has therefore been upheld.
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43714802 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence have not been deemed 
sufficient. You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that you have sufficiently 
strong obligations to return to your country of residence following your proposed 
trip to Ireland. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration. You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43715222 Approved Join Spouse

43746452 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43748012 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43753392 Approved Visit Family

43763592 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

43765052 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

43765842 Refused The Appeals Officer has re-examined your original application together with 
documentation submitted with your appeal. The Appeals Officer has decided that 
there is no significant information contained in the appeal application that would 
warrant the refusal decision being overturned. The original decision by the Visa 
Officer to refuse your application has therefore been upheld.

43769012 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
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43772622 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

43772732 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

43781942 Refused The Appeals Officer has re-examined your original application together with 
documentation submitted with your appeal. The Appeals Officer has decided that 
there is no significant information contained in the appeal application that would 
warrant the refusal decision being overturned. The original decision by the Visa 
Officer to refuse your application has therefore been upheld.

43785902 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

43813712 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43819052 Approved Join Spouse

43847482 Refused See refusal letter.

43848002 Refused see refusal letter.

43848102 Refused See refusal letter.

43848292 Refused See refusal letter.

43848392 Refused See refusal letter.

43877282 Approved Study (Phd)
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43882332 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. 
You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that you have sufficiently strong 
obligations to return to your country of residence following your proposed trip to 
Ireland. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration. You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43883172 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. 
You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that you have sufficiently strong 
obligations to return to your country of residence following your proposed trip to 
Ireland. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration. You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43883282 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. 
You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that you have sufficiently strong 
obligations to return to your country of residence following your proposed trip to 
Ireland. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration. You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43883292 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. 
You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that you have sufficiently strong 
obligations to return to your country of residence following your proposed trip to 
Ireland. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration. You failed to satisfy the Appeals Officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43884732 Approved Visit Family

43885272 Approved Visit Family

43898862 Approved Training

43902492 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43912242 Approved Visit Family

43961032 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area 
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

43969112 Approved Visit Family

43969392 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43969502 Approved Visit Family

43970852 Approved Visit (Tourist)
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43975422 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources

43981252 Approved Visit Family

43982782 Approved Visit

43985342 Refused See refusal letter.

43997332 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44004532 Approved Visit Family

44005022 Approved Visit Family

44005402 Approved Visit Family

44027992 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44029182 Approved Visit Family

44029702 Refused GP:- Contrary to General Policy - It is not general policy to permit any person, 
whether related or not, to join or visit any person who is in the State on a study 
visa. Your case has been fully examined, and you have not shown any 
compelling grounds as to why an exception to this policy should be made in your 
case.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44030932 Approved Visit Family

44032162 Approved Visit

44033732 Refused The Appeals Officer has re-examined your original applications together with 
documentation submitted with your appeal. The Appeals Officer has decided that 
there is no significant information contained in the appeal applications that would 
warrant the refusal decision being overturned. The original decision by the Visa 
Officer to refuse your applications has therefore been upheld.

44033842 Refused The Appeals Officer has re-examined your original applications together with 
documentation submitted with your appeal. The Appeals Officer has decided that 
there is no significant information contained in the appeal application that would 
warrant the refusal decision being overturned. The original decision by the Visa 
Officer to refuse your application has therefore been upheld.
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44033962 Refused The Appeals Officer has re-examined your original applications together with 
documentation submitted with your appeal. The Appeals Officer has decided that 
there is no significant information contained in the appeal application that would 
warrant the refusal decision being overturned. The original decision by the Visa 
Officer to refuse your application has therefore been upheld.

44034112 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44035102 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44035332 Approved Visit Family

44037452 Approved Training

44051462 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44058352 Approved Visit Family

44064072 Approved Business

44082782 Approved Visit Family

44084842 Approved Employment

44087242 Approved Visit

44093672 Approved Visit Family

44099252 Approved Training

44099892 Approved Study

44106612 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44119582 Approved Visit

44125322 Approved Visit Friend

44133952 Approved Visit

44138032 Approved Visit

44141862 Refused The Appeals Officer has re-examined your original application together with 
documentation submitted with your appeal. The Appeals Officer has decided that 
there is no significant information contained in the appeal application that would 
warrant the refusal decision being overturned. The original decision by the Visa 
Officer to refuse your application has therefore been upheld.

44142632 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44143272 Approved Visit Family

44145702 Approved Visit
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44152762 Approved Business

44152942 Approved Business

44155282 Refused See refusal letter.

44155382 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44156492 Refused See refusal letter.

44158372 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44164912 Approved Visit

44169652 Approved Visit

44170962 Approved Visit

44177522 Approved Visit Family

44177932 Approved Visit Family

44179922 Approved Join Spouse

44183742 Approved Business

44191092 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. Applicant 
did not provide 6 months up to date bank statements.
OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence not shown - e.g.no social, 
economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44192362 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44199102 Approved Training

44204682 Approved Visit Family

44206702 Approved Conference

44209452 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44209842 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence not shown - e.g.no social, 
economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44210992 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence not shown - e.g.no social, 
economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
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44211132 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence not shown - e.g.no social, 
economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44211232 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence not shown - e.g.no social, 
economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44211392 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence not shown - e.g.no social, 
economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44226932 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44230492 Approved Visit

44234062 Approved Training

44235082 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44235312 Approved Visit

44235892 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44236302 Approved Join Spouse

44237162 Approved Business

44238902 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44241082 Approved Visit Family

44244232 Refused The Appeals Officer has re-examined your original application together with 
documentation submitted with your appeal. The Appeals Officer has decided that 
there is no significant information contained in the appeal application that would 
warrant the refusal decision being overturned. The original decision by the Visa 
Officer to refuse your application has therefore been upheld.

44244822 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44244952 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44245332 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44247242 Refused ID:- Authenticity of documents
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources
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44250622 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

44253372 Approved Training

44258652 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44262012 Approved Employment

44262192 Approved Join Spouse

44262302 Approved Join Parent

44262362 Approved Join Parent

44264922 Approved Business

44266152 Approved Visit

44267202 Approved Join Spouse

44267982 Refused The Appeals Officer has re-examined your original application together with 
documentation submitted with your appeal. The Appeals Officer has decided that 
there is no significant information contained in the appeal application that would 
warrant the refusal decision being overturned. The original decision by the Visa 
Officer to refuse your application has therefore been upheld.

44268332 Approved Visit

44268862 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied

44269952 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44270172 Approved Visit Family

44270242 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44270772 Approved Visit Family

44272582 Approved Exam

44275012 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence not shown - e.g.no social, 
economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44278682 Approved Interview

44278772 Approved Employment

44281652 Approved Visit Family

44281852 Approved Visit Family

44282202 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44282722 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44283962 Approved Business
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44285422 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44285612 Approved Business

44285902 Approved Visit Family

44286292 Approved Visit Family

44286712 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

44288182 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44289422 Approved Business

44289932 Approved Join Spouse

44291692 Approved Business

44293722 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44298702 Approved Employment

44299062 Approved Join Spouse

44299162 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44300172 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44300912 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44301582 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44301682 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44302412 Approved Join Parent

44304442 Approved Join Parent

44305982 Approved Join Spouse

44307922 Approved Employment

44308962 Approved Business

44309402 Approved Employment

44310052 Approved Business

44316142 Approved Business

44316372 Approved Business

44321582 Approved Visit Family
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44326582 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44330422 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to country of residence have not been deemed 
sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44331192 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44332312 Approved Conference

44335012 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44335072 Approved Interview

44335192 Approved Visit Friend

44335532 Refused INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44335932 Approved Study

44336002 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44336162 Approved Visit

44337482 Approved Business

44340552 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- copies of 
previous passports.
OB:- Obligations to return to country of residence have not been deemed 
sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44340602 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44341962 Approved Visit (Tourist)
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44343022 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44343302 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44343412 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44344552 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. 
No employment letters provided by applicants spouse. 
OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence not shown - e.g.no social, 
economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

44346352 Approved Visit

44346442 Approved Visit

44346882 Approved Visit Family

44347772 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

44348612 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- copies of 
previous passports.
OB:- Obligations to return to country of residence have not been deemed 
sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44349432 Approved Training
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44349442 Refused GP:- Contrary to General Policy - It is not general policy to permit any person, 
whether related or not, to join or visit any person who is in the State on a study 
visa. Your case has been fully examined, and you have not shown any 
compelling grounds as to why an exception to this policy should be made in your 
case.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of this has not been 
provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of passport of reference
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44350002 Approved Visit Family

44350652 Approved Business

44351382 Approved Business

44353732 Approved Business

44357172 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
IH:- Immigration history of applicant - noting you failed to address concerns 
raised in your previous application.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

44365722 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44365732 Approved Conference

44367012 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to country of residence have not been deemed 
sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44367692 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44367722 Approved Business

44370112 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44383812 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44385362 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44385452 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form

44388042 Approved Visit (Tourist)
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44402272 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. 
You have not set out in detail the reasons as to why you wish to visit Ireland. 
OB:- Obligations to return to your country of residence  not shown - e.g.no 
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

44403112 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44403532 Approved Join Spouse

44403882 Approved Join Parent

44404072 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44404092 Approved Join Parent
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